Does the digital society result in a new model of the provision of welfare services having new participatory spaces for actors?

1. Introduction

The digital society has been announced (Lupton, 2015), and has already established a position in the zeitgeist of modern society. The digital society has emerged from and developed further via: digitising, online information in almost real time, algorithms, data-informed decision-making processes, data-driven management and, ultimately, big data. We expect to see further digitising, more sophisticated algorithms and more big data. We suggest that a new model of the provision of welfare services to citizens will emerge from the development of the digital society. We also suggest that this new model will compete with the classic model of the provision of welfare services. In the modern world, citizens face issues with health, disability, caretaking, pensions, unemployment, education and many more. To help them deal with these issues, citizens demand services provided by service professionals: teachers, pedagogics, social workers, doctors, dentists, nurses and others. Historically, professionals are seen as experts, given their established training and experience, and citizens follow the advice and services provided by them.

The claim and promise of the digital society is that it will improve almost all important aspects of life (Lupton, 2015; McKinsey Global Institute, 2011). One reason relates to mobilising and optimising the utilisation of resources. Furthermore, professionals and their (middle) managers are made more accountable for their performances as the ‘audit society’ (Power, 2007) is digitalised. Research on the impact of digitising on professionals and their managers and how professionals and their managers react to digitising has been neglected, despite the plethora of work on digital data (Buffat, 2015). Digitising, online information in almost real time, algorithms, data-informed decision-making processes, data-driven management and, ultimately, big data seem to fit neatly in another management fashion: that of evidence based management (Morrell and Learmouth, 2017). This type of management incorporates the use of the best available scientific evidence from peer-reviewed sources and the systematic gathering of organisational facts, indicators and metrics to act better on the evidence and practitioner judgement, assisted by procedures, practices and frameworks that reduce bias, improve decision quality and create more valid learning over time. In evidence based management, decisions are made explicit to reduce decision neglect (not making a decision that needs to be made), to avoid making decisions on auto-pilot (important actions taken without deliberation) and to increase mindful, deliberate decision-making. The process of making decisions explicit has two parts. The first aspect is developing decision awareness, recognising the numerous micro-choices made every day, all with the potential to be informed by evidence. The second feature of making decisions explicit involves actually beginning to pay attention to how a decision is made, with whom and with what evidence (Rousseau and Barends, 2011).
The aims of this paper are, first, to explain why a new model of the provision of welfare services to citizens arises from the digital society. Second, we explore some core elements of the competition between the new model of the provision of welfare services and the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of welfare services. Third, we suggest why it is most likely that the two models of the provision of services are combined into a symbiotic co-evolution scenario. Fourth, we examine why and how this symbiotic co-evolution scenario results in new participatory spaces for the main actors associated with the provision of welfare services.

2. Analytical framework

Drawing on the literature concerning professions, it is possible to define the classic ideal model and practice of the service professionals’ provision of welfare services directly to citizens as end-users. Drawing on Lipsky’s (1980; 2010) classic analyses of street-level bureaucrats; Mintzberg’s (1983) studies of professional bureaucracy; Thornton, Ocasio and Lounsbury’s (2012) institutional order of Profession within the Interinstitutional System Ideal Types; Lerborg’s (2010) public service professionals´ paradigm of the provision of welfare services; Schön’s classic (1991) analyses of ‘the reflective practitioner’; Polanyis’ (2009; 1966) investigations of ‘the tacit dimension’ in professions; and, Fledderus et al. (2014) analyses and discussions of trust, co-production and public services, it is possible to define the classic ideal model and practice of the service professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens. This model and practice consists of four steps:

First step. Each service professional assesses through dialogue each citizen, the citizen’s issues and needs for services.

Second step. Service professionals provide citizens with the best services to address citizens’ issues/needs. The provision of services is performed in accordance with the values, norms, standards and (cultural) traditions of the profession.

Third step. Service professionals organise feedback mechanisms to enable the comparison and evaluation of the predicted impacts of the services provided with the actual impacts on the citizens’ issues/needs.

Fourth step. Service professionals engage continuously in personal learning on the basis of the organised feedback mechanisms. The aim of this is to improve the ability to match citizens’ issues/needs with service provision. It is proposed that this aim is possible due to the iterative nature of the four steps, allowing the generation of a permanent circular learning spiral.

If we define citizens as c1, c2, c3, c4…..cn, the citizens’ issues/needs as minuses -i1, -i2, -i3, -i4,…..-in and the professionals’ provided services as pluses +s1, +s2, +s3, +s4,…..+sn, we shall have a situation close to zero / 0, given the professionals’ feedback mechanisms and learning spiral. Of course, point zero / 0 is never reached in practice due to the flow of the citizens’ issues/needs in reality and the development of new issues/needs among citizens. The service professionals’ classic ideal model and praxis is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The service professionals’ ideal model and practice of the provision of welfare services

The four steps in the professionals’ ideal model and practice of the provision of welfare services directly to citizens are found in Figure 1. Boxes 1-3 reflect the first step, boxes 4 and 5 reflect step two, box 6 reflects step three, and boxes 7 and 8 step four. The arrows in Figure 1 illustrate that the four steps are iterative, allowing the generation of a circular learning spiral for professionals.

Figure 1. The service professionals’ ideal model and practice of the provision of welfare services

1: Citizens’ issues, needs / wishes (regarding job, health, education etc.)

2: Professionals / social workers, pedagogics, teachers, nurses, policemen and other groups of professionals

3: Professionals’ dialogue based discretion of the individual citizen’s issues/needs

4: Provision of services in accordance with professions’ norms, standards, values and culture

5: Co-production / delivery of services directly to the citizens as end-users

6: Feedback mechanisms = Typically organized as individual evaluation of linkages between issues / needs/wishes; estimated effect and realized effects

7: Individualistic organizing of learning and enhancement of body of knowledge on the basic of tacit knowledge

8: In principle, professionals increase skills in provision of services = Increase skills in matching services with citizens’ issues / needs / wishes
Professionals must, according to the aforementioned literature on professions, have autonomy to exercise discretion in their daily operations. Professionals cannot provide citizens with the best possible welfare services without autonomy and the right and obligation to exercise discretion in daily operations regarding citizens’ issues/needs and services to address issues/needs. Jespersen and Wrede (2009: 155-156) refer to the professionals’ autonomy presented here as ‘traditional professional autonomy’. Within ‘traditional professional autonomy’, professionals have both a monopoly on particular jobs and specific management positions in service organisations. Professionals have the so-called double social closure. As a result of this, professionals have the authority to define and address citizens’ issues. This raises a key question: what role does management play in the ideal model and practice of the service professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens? In the standard literature on professions, the role of managers is to empower professionals in daily operations through recognition, appreciation and support (Andersen and Pedersen, 2014; Bevort et al., 1992, Lerborg, 2010; 86-94). This is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Managers in the classic ideal model and the practice of service professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens as end-users

In line with the aforementioned double social closure, service professionals and managers who have worked many years in the daily operations as front-line professionals form a kind of partnership or strong alliances in the classic ideal model and practice of the professionals’ provision of services. This theoretical claim is backed by empirical research (Klausen, 2006; Pedersen, 2007).

The classic ideal model and practice of the professionals’ provision of service has blind spots similar to many other models and practices (Lerborg, 2010). One such blind spot is economic efficiency in daily operations. Economic efficiency is not usually the most important
consideration for a professional (Thornton et al., 2012: 73). This can result in differences in opinions and objectives for managers and professionals, “…values about being economical or even efficient seldom loom large among the professionals, which can easily mean that what managers regard as a good result and what professionals strive to achieve are by no means the same thing…” (Brunsson, 2009: 62).

Some researchers claim that the digital society, that is, digitising, online information in almost real time, algorithms, data-informed decision-making processes, data-driven management and, ultimately, big data, can remedy this and other blind spots of the classic model (McKinsey Global Institute, 2011), by digitising ‘the audit society’. If this is correct, the digital society challenges the classic ideal model and practice of the professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens. However, it is not likely that the digital society will replace the classic ideal model and practice with a whole new one. One reason for this relates to the institutional logics perspective. From this perspective (Lerborg, 2010; Olson, 2006; Pedersen and Aagaard, 2015; Røvik, 2002 and Thornton et al., 2012), no institution, no logic, no (management) paradigm, no model and practice, and no super-standard/super-recipe can dominate all other institutions, logics, or so forth. Due to this, it is most likely that the classic model and practice will be modified, albeit significantly, by the digital society’s model of the provision of services. According to the institutional logics perspective, it is most likely that the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of services and the digital society’s new model of the provision of services will be combined due to ‘transposition’ (Thornton et al., 2012: 62). That is, elements from the two models’ considered logics will be exchanged and both models will be modified. From this perspective, it is most likely that both models will exist and develop further in a ‘symbiotic co-evolution’ (van Buuren et al., 2009). It can be argued that such a scenario opens new participatory spaces for actors associated with the provision of welfare services directly to citizens as end-users. Moreover, it can be argued that these new participatory spaces could turn into arenas for negotiations among actors (McAuley, 1994; Strauss et al., 1964), involving a new language and point of engagement (Oswick et al., 1997:6).

The next section focuses on blind spots of the classic model, followed by a discussion of how this creates new participatory spaces for actors to engage and co-construct the new logic/paradigm.

3. Blind spots, digital society and a new model of the provision of welfare services

At least four blind spots can be identified in the classic ideal model and practice of the professionals’ provision of welfare services. These include: 1) economic efficiency in daily operations; 2) loyalty; 3) the documentation of the provided services’ impact on citizens’ welfare; and, 4) learning as anticipated.

The first two relate to the professionals’ higher loyalty to their professions’ norms, standards and values than to political, political-administrative and top-managers’ decisions, which results in prioritising services to citizens over economic efficiency in daily operations and

The third blind spot relates to the fact that the professionals’ (social workers, pedagogics, teachers, nurses and similar groups), documentation of the provided services’ impact on citizens’ welfare is typically scant. Clear-cut evidence of the provided services’ impact on citizens’ welfare is a rare phenomenon. The inability to demonstrate the effects and cost-effectiveness of the provision of services has been one important driver behind the development of ‘the audit society’ (Power, 2007), and the present trend of evidence based management (Morrell and Learmouth, 2017). Here, the aim is not to take professional views at face value, since not only do they have weak evidence for their prescriptions, but they also disagree amongst themselves. This approach to professionals has resulted in increasing concern that, using the terminology of the philosopher David Hume, they are self-interested egoists, knaves rather than noble altruists (knights), defending the public service ethos (Le Grand, 2003).

The fourth blind spot refers to the imperfection of the professionals’ anticipated learning spiral, presented in section 2. Kahneman (2011) and Kahneman and Klein (2009) show that professionals tend to exaggerate their skills regarding the assessments of citizens’ issues/needs and the provision of services to address these. Moreover, the professionals’ autonomy and, consequently, individualistic experiences and learning, result in tacit knowledge as the norm of the body of knowledge of professionals, where only intuition or gut feelings emerge to guide professionals in making appropriate assessments and decisions.

The digital society can, in principle, remedy the four blind spots of the classic ideal model and practice of the professionals’ provision of services. The main reason relates to four key elements and specific combinations of these:

1. Digitising results in infinitely increasing online data in almost real time from multiple sources including: 1) citizens’ use of the internet, social media, applications and the like, 2) various types of surveillance of individuals and groups, 3) data brokers who produce and sell large data sets on specific issues associated to specific groups, and 4) access to public sector data on citizens (Lupton, 2015; McKinsey Global Institute, 2011).

2. Online data in almost real time can add up to big data defined as “...high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety information assets that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization” (Svetlana Sicular, Forbes, March 27, 2013. [www.forbes.com/teck](http://www.forbes.com/teck)).

3. Data analytics can process/mine big data via algorithms which result in predictions to be utilised in the decision-making processes. For example, how will women change shopping patterns when they become pregnant, and which retail products are most popular after a blizzard and flu epidemic? How can logistics be optimised in air transportation or at hospitals? It is important to highlight here that predictions rooted in big data and algorithms are correlations not demonstrated cause and effect linkages.
Of course, the closer to real time and the more accurate predictions are, the higher value these have for individuals and entities, like firms, public welfare organisations, interest groups and others. Therefore, feedback mechanisms are an integrated element in data analytics’ algorithms. To make predictions more accurate over time, these are continuously compared with outcomes as close as possible to real time. Predictions of how women will change shopping patterns when they become pregnant and predictions of how the logistics of air transportation can be optimised, are compared with pregnant women’s real shopping patterns and the real optimisation of the logistics of air transportation. Due to such fact-based feedback mechanisms, documentation and learning are an integrated element in data analytics’ algorithms used to mine big data. The main restriction on this type of documentation and learning is that they must come through bits and bytes; they must relate to explicit knowledge only.

These four key elements or building blocks in the digital society have the potential, if combined in specific ways, to link better service professionals’ 1) assessments of citizens’ issues/needs, 2) provision of services to address citizens’ issues/needs, 3) feedback mechanisms regarding documentation of the impact of services on citizens’ welfare and 4) learning via the learning spiral presented in section 2. Formulated alternatively, the four key elements have, in specific combinations, the potential to enable the service professionals’ classic ideal model of the provision of welfare services directly to citizens as end-users to work. However, if this becomes the case, service professionals will be pushed out of the provision of welfare services. Why? There are several reasons. The four key building blocks relate only, as mentioned, to explicit knowledge which can be expressed via bits and bytes. In contrast, the service professionals’ core knowledge is, as aforementioned, rooted in tacit knowledge, meaning that each service professional at the end of the day processes and stores his or her personal experiences himself or herself. This is why service professionals know (much) ‘more’ than they can articulate or show (Polanyi 1966; Schön 1991; Baruchello 2016; Nonaka; 2007). This ‘more’ (e.g. intuition or gut feelings) will become redundant in the provision of services if the four key elements dominate the provision of services. If tacit knowledge is pushed out of service provision, a defining characteristic of the classic ideal model of the professionals’ will also be pushed out. Furthermore, if the tacit knowledge is replaced by explicit knowledge and this explicit knowledge is linked to the four key elements, service professionals will be told by data-analytics on behalf of (middle) managers which issues/needs the citizens have and which services have to be provided to citizens to address their issues/needs. In Jespersen and Wrede’s (2009: 155-156) analysis of service professionals’ autonomy, this is termed ‘framed autonomy’. ‘Framed autonomy’ implies limited autonomy for service professionals and an emphasis on service professionals’ accountability including documentation and economic efficiency. Importantly, the elements in ‘framed autonomy’ result in the professions’ values, norms and standards becoming subordinate to the organisation and to management. ‘Framed autonomy’ combined with a digitalised ‘audit society’ results in a digitalised version of the classic top-down management pyramid as a framework of conditions for the provision of services to citizens.
We can use a Danish case to illustrate this. In Denmark, because of the Danish (Scandinavian) universal welfare state (model), almost all-important welfare services are provided to the citizens by service professionals working in public welfare institutions - public schools, public hospitals, public homes for elderly and disabled citizens etc. To promote and advance digitising in the public sector in Denmark, a ‘digitalisation reform’ has been underway for two decades (Greve, 2012; Pedersen, 2010). The reform is a key element in a wider agenda to make Denmark, as a very small country, competitive in the EU and in the global economy. The reform has been successful. Denmark is ranked as number 1 in EU and number 5 in the global economy, according to the EU-Commission’s Digital Competitiveness Ranking Index (DESI), 2017 and IMD’s Ranking Index: Digital Competitiveness Ranking Index, 2017, IMD.

In the Capital Region of Denmark, it was decided politically to opt for data-driven management as key tool in management. Data-driven management in this region is designed and deployed top-down regarding organisational performance, which includes the region’s hospitals. However, treatment of patients is not part of data-driven management in the Capital Region. Treatment of patients is conducted in accordance with the medical staff’s own standards and manuals rooted in internationally acknowledged medical standards and manuals for treatment of patients. The region’s politicians and political-administrative system have decided that data-driven management in the region’s hospitals regarding organisational performance must focus on these five topics: 1) User-satisfaction, 2) Delivery, 3) Quality, 4) Management & Employees and 5) Economic efficiency. The hospitals in the Capital Region have implemented and conduct data-driven management slightly differently. In the hospital, which has implemented and conduct the region’s data-driven management in the most advanced and consistently way, multiple norms are negotiated and agreed (within the five topics) : norms for acceptable levels of waiting time before patients are treated, norms for treatments per unit per week, norms for nurses’ hand hygiene, norms for levels of user satisfaction, norms for reporting near misses, norms for keeping budget/treatment and many more norms. The hospital’s units are provided each week with actual data on performance related to the agreed norms. The data are provided by an office employing specialists in hospital-data and the data provided has been suitably processed to ensure that it is accepted by all units as valid. All data-sets are made public and aggregated to show the hospital’s overall performance and compared this with the performance contract the hospital has agreed with the Capital Region. If a unit (and the hospital in general) has, which very often is the case, negative gaps between agreed norms and actual performance, the gaps must be closed. This has to be done in accordance with a manual, which describes step-wise how to close gaps. As part of the hospital’s data-driven-management, gap-closing is monitored. Seen in this perspective, data-driven-management is an almost online digital top-down management tool to increase permanently the units’ and the hospital’s performance. As an essential and integrated part of this type of data-driven management, focus is also on the four blind spots of the classic ideal model and practice of the service professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens. That is as part of the hospital’s data-driven management focus is on 1) economic efficiency in the daily operations and 2) ‘hard’ documentation of the provided services and the services’ impact on citizens’ welfare. Besides, 3) learning as anticipated in the service
professionals’ model is monitored and controlled by the manual for gap-closing combined with the weekly ‘hard’ performance data provided by the ‘data-office’. Finally, 4) within the hospital’s type of data-driven management, service professionals’ loyalty to agreed norms are automatically monitored and controlled down to the single nurse’s washing hands due to the design of the logging of activities. This design of logging activities is, of course, controversial. At the time of the research, data-driven management at the hospital in question is not used to single out individuals but only units and in some cases teams within (sub)units.

In Denmark, several attempts to design and implement data-driven management in the social sector have been made over the last two decades without (much) success (Pedersen & Aagaard, 2015). In contrast to medical staff, social workers have less of a tradition for evidence based provision of services to citizens - to disabled citizens, socially vulnerable families and children, unemployed citizens and other weak social groups in society - and are hostile towards both data-driven management and data-analytics. Data-driven management and data-analytics are considered as an immediate and direct threat to the social workers’ existing autonomy in the daily operations and to this related power also in the daily operations. As a result of this, data-driven-management is implemented and conducted much more at hospitals compared to other public welfare institutions in the Danish welfare state.

A digitalised model of the provision of welfare services is illustrated in Figure 3.

**Figure 3. The provision of services to citizens as end-users in a digital society**
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Why not opt for this model of the provision of services to citizens? One blind spot is ethics (Lupton, 2015). The model may violate privacy, and change significantly the power relations between citizens and state and between citizens and big corporations in favour of the state and the big corporations. Another blind spot is the exclusion/inclusion of citizens from/into the model. Citizens, who have limited skills in IT and restricted access to IT equipment, may be excluded from joining the model because a key element in the model is self-service (Breit and Salomon, 2015). That is, the model may create (more) inequality among citizens. The model also disempowers some and empowers some other individuals and entities, such as firms, public institutions, governments, interest groups and others. Individuals and entities who do not control algorithms, templates and digital infrastructures are disempowered by individuals and entities which do control them (Lupton, 2015). Here control is defined as the power to include and exclude individuals and entities into/from communities in cyberspace, ranking lists, access to digital information and knowledge. Another blind spot is that data analysts, the model’s key professionals, are back-office professionals in contrast to the classic service professionals who are front-line professionals. The result of this is that the model simply cannot function without the classic service professionals. At the end of the day, the classic service professionals are needed to some degree. The classic service professionals shall still, as front-line professionals shall in all service organisations, realise the ‘moment of truth’. The classic service professionals shall also, and very importantly, supervise the data-analytics’ algorithms (Kahnemann and Klein, 2009). Do the algorithms result in appropriate decisions regarding the provision of services? Furthermore, the classic service professionals shall push the data-analytics to make the algorithms better by asking relevant questions regarding the provision of services and service production.

The blind spots of the model of the provision of services in the digital society, and in line with the institutional logics perspective referred to in section 2, make it most likely that the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of service will be combined with the digital society’s model. It is most likely that the two models will co-exist and develop in a symbiotic co-evolution (Van Buuren et al., 2009), involving competition and conflicts. A symbiotic co-evolution scenario may be reinforced by the ‘democratisation’ of data-analytics’ algorithms, data-sets and tools. Many will get access to data-analytics’ algorithms, data-sets and tools via self-help systems and tool-boxes on the internet (Whelan, 2012). This makes it possible for the classic service professionals to empower themselves significantly, in terms of more relevant information, larger bodies of explicit knowledge, more appropriate decision-
making processes and better learning possibilities. Classic service professionals may find themselves in a position where they can return fire in the competition against data-analytics.

In a symbiotic co-evolution scenario, it is likely that the focus will be on minimising the blind spots of the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of services. The focus could be, in line with a digitalised version of ‘the audit society’, on minimising blind spots including: 1) economic efficiency in daily operations, 2) documentation of the provided services’ impact on citizens’ welfare, 3) learning as anticipated and 4) loyalty. Regarding the latter, it is notable here that data-informed decision-making can control professionals down to the single professional’s daily activities including the decisions they make and, by so doing, control how loyal professionals are to the decisions of political and political-administrative systems and managers (Pedersen, 2016). We suggest that data-driven management can be seen as a tool to create a focus on these blind spots in a symbiotic co-evolution scenario which opens new participatory spaces for actors associated to the provision of services to citizens.

4. Data-driven management, blind spots and new participatory spaces for actors

Data-driven management (DDM), defined as management rooted in explicit knowledge and extracted from the four aforementioned key elements of the digital society via data-analytics’ algorithms, is proposed to be an efficient tool to minimise the blind spots of the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of service.

Deming and Drucker (2012; 10), Provost and Fawcett (2013: 53), McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012) and McKinsey Global Institute (2011) claim that DDM, as defined above, can increase performance significantly in firms’ marketing, sales, logistics, recruitment/HRM and innovation. This claim is applicable to public welfare organisations (Lupton, 2015; McKinsey Global Institute, 2011; Pedersen and Aagaard, 2015). Consequently, DDM has the potential to minimise the blind spots of the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of service regarding economic efficiency in daily activities. Due to this, DDM has become big business and big money (Lupton, 2015), and has upgraded data-analytics to the sexiest job of the 21st century (Davenport and Patil, 2012).

The more ‘the audit society’ (Power, 2007) is digitalised, the more possible documentation of the provided services’ impact on citizens’ welfare, based on explicit knowledge, becomes. Consequently, DDM, in a digitalised version of ‘the audit society’, has the potential to reduce the blind spot regarding documentation. Because the documentation of the services’ impact on citizens’ welfare in a digitalised ‘audit society’ is based on explicit fact-based knowledge available online in almost real time, it becomes possible to create a learning spiral, as anticipated in the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of service. DDM can create reliable feedback mechanisms regarding services and impacts that can generate, in services organisations, a permanent circular learning process, as anticipated in the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of services presented in section 2. Thereby, DDM can contribute to remediying a major blind spot of the classic ideal model of the professionals’ provision of service. This is also the case regarding the blind spot loyalty because professionals’ activities in daily operations, including decisions made, are logged.
automatically. This makes it possible to monitor each professional’s activities and decisions. By doing this, it is possible to control to what degree professionals are loyal to decisions made in political systems, political-administrative systems and by firms’ top-managers (Pedersen, 2016). In the case of unacceptable gaps between processional activities in daily operations and managerial decisions, the gaps can be reduced by top-down DDM.

In summary, DDM can, in principle, remedy the blind spots of the classic ideal model of the service professionals’ provision of welfare services to citizens as end-users.

However, DDM is also a catalyst for dynamic change in the provision of welfare services. DDM invites data-analysts, a new profession, into the provision of welfare services. Moreover, the data-analysts become the most important profession in the service provision because data-analysts define the algorithms on the basis of which services will be provided. Consequently, managers in service provision must manage both classic service professionals and data-analysts. This is, of course, a problem. Classic service professionals may compete with data-analysts in the service provision to maintain their traditional alliance with the middle managers in the provision of welfare services. Traditionally, the alliance between classic service professionals and, especially, middle managers is strong, due to the fact that most middle managers still have a background as front-line service professionals (Klausen, 2006; Pedersen 2007). However, the managers will, by necessity, be pressured to create a new and strong alliance with the data-analysts simply because they hold the keys to the provision of services in the daily operations, that is, the algorithms.

Citizens are expected to become more interactive co-producers of their own services as the digitalisation of the provision of services progresses. The international management consulting houses promoting DDM suggest that citizens will be empowered, because of the new possibilities of being interactive co-producers. The citizens, as end-users of welfare services, are supposed to have a new and stronger position in the service provision. It is worth noting here that the digitalisation of service provision excludes some citizens from the provision because of a lack of self-service IT skills (Breit and Salomon, 2015).

Given that DDM invites data-analysts, as a new profession, into the provision of welfare services, managers, classic service professionals, and citizens must have new positions in the provision of the welfare service. This, of course, creates new conflicts and alliances among the data-analysts, the classic service professionals, the managers and the citizens. These new conflicts and alliances open up new spaces for the interaction of the various stakeholders. In such spaces, data-analytics, managers, classic service professionals and citizens can consider new arenas for the negotiations of the criteria for the provision of welfare services or even arenas for negotiations of a new model of the provision of welfare services.

5. New participatory spaces as negotiable arenas

For a long period, there has been interest in how professionals are being increasingly ‘managed’, and in the context of ‘performativity’ (Lyotard, 1984), which emphasises accountability, the issue of ‘…how far the established professions can retain their exclusive access to and control over abstract, formalised knowledge and the operational skills and
Routine it facilitates and legitimates’ (Lyotard, 1984) is one of keen debate (Cohen et al., 2002).

The traditional assumption is that there is an inherent tension and conflict between management and organisations, on the one hand, and professionals on the other (Abbott, 1988; Dawson, 1994). The suggestion is that, once professionals become employees, embedded within organisations, they will experience an inevitable antagonism between their professional interests and the ideals and demands of the organisation. Mintzberg’s (1983; 1989; 1994) conceptualisation of the ‘Professional Organisation’, where the professional retains autonomy within the framework of the bureaucracy, and thus has ‘…the best of both worlds: he is attached to the organisation, yet free to serve his clients in his own way’.

Mintzberg (1983: 205) sees the professional as the ‘organisation prima donna’ with the manager cast as a mere a facilitator enabling the professional but without any strategic or financial control (Dawson, 1994). This view has been outweighed by a contrary view which suggests that we are witnessing the ‘proletarianization’ of professionals as they increasingly lose autonomy and power (Aronowitz, 1973). Managers are characterised as undermining rather than enabling professional employees. It has been argued that professionals and managers have effectively ‘changed places’ in terms of their degree of autonomy, status and control over work (Leicht and Fennell, 2001). From a historical perspective, ‘traditional professional autonomy’ has been replaced by ‘framed professional autonomy’ (Jespersen and Wrede, 2009: 155-156) which has resulted in “elite, collaborative, managerial work …starting to ‘look like’ traditional professional work on many important dimensions, and the prerogatives that elite managers have amassed for themselves since the late 1970s have placed them in positions with unprecedented decision making and authority and flexibility. Professional workers by contrast face an increasing set of organised stakeholders who question the content, quality and cost of professional work …” (Leicht and Fennell 2001: 226).

Rather than taking the extremes of the above perspectives, we suggest that in the context of DDM it is more fruitful to see this relationship between professionals and, especially, middle managers in service provision as a dynamic and dialectic account within the notion of a ‘negotiated arena’ (McAuley, 1994; Strauss et al., 1964). So, we eschew a dichotomous relationship in favour of a more dynamic, and dialectic account with an interest in the ways in which members negotiate organisational realities through their different organisational and professional discourses. Examining the relationship between professions and organisations from a negotiated arena viewpoint, we acknowledge the fundamental tensions, but suggest we need to explore the more complex ways in which they coexist and interact (See Cohen et al., 2002).

DDM fits with long debated issues to do with accountability, autonomy, trust and control. Lyotard (1984) argues that managerialism has meant the replacement of a culture of exclusivity around professional work in organisations with one of performativity. This culture of performativity has seen increasing pressure upon professionals to be accountable to external actors and agencies (Dent and Whitehead, 2002), and has been presented as
undermining ‘the professional traditional autonomy’. “The ability to trust in professional judgement… becomes an elusive quality, misted by contingency and market pressures… Trust is increasingly mitigated through the process of being managed, inspected and audited by external actors and systems. The exclusivity, protection and autonomy which professions… once enjoyed is now replaced by a culture of performativity; the belief in the veracity of the apparently objective systems of accountability and measurement rather than in the subjective judgement and specialised knowledges of the individual… the knowledges and identifications which reify the new professional are to be judged worthy then not against modernist definitions of professional judgement but in the context of performativity…” (Dent and Whitehead, 2002: 3-4). If not judged worthy in the context of performativity, service professionals risk being disempowered by being transformed into screen-professionals and system-bureaucrats (Bovens and Zouridis, 2002), who are framed by managers and subordinated by data-analytics regarding the provision of welfare services in the daily activities. Are classic service professionals disempowered in this way? This may be the end of the professionals’ DNA: tacit knowledge. The classic service professionals’ historical power is rooted in tacit knowledge which allows professionals to know (much) more than they can articulate (Polanyi, 2009; 1966; Schön, 1991), making professional autonomy and judgement both necessary and legitimate. Framed by managers within a digitalised ‘audit society’ and subordinated by data-analytics, the classic service professionals’ tacit knowledge does not count for much. Fact based explicit knowledge transformed into bits and bytes counts for much more.

However, the key elements of the digital society, digitising, online information in almost real time, algorithms, data-informed decision-making processes, and, ultimately, big data, can also empower the classic service professionals. If classic service professionals embrace the digital society’s key elements, they can have access to more relevant information, build larger bodies of knowledge, establish more smooth and frequent interaction with citizens, and improve decision-making processes (Pedersen and Aagaard, 2015; Whelan, 2012). In other words, classic service professionals can provide citizens with better welfare services defined as a better match between the citizens’ needs and the provided welfare services. The service professionals can be further empowered, if they combine the data-analytics’ approach to the provision of services to citizens with their own traditional approach rooted in tacit knowledge, professional judgement and trust based co-production. Empowered, the service professionals may match the data-analytics in service provision and, by doing this, retain their position and power in service provision.

Like service professionals and managers, citizens as end-users of welfare services have access to more relevant information and larger bodies of knowledge in a digitalised provision of welfare services. This, in principle, enables citizens to balance better the asymmetrical relationships between service professionals and themselves as end-users. That is, to compensate better for the professionals’ higher levels of information, knowledge and experience (Endress, 2012; Luhmann, 1968: 27). The citizens’ ‘enlightenment’ on the basis of digital service provision has the potential to improve the dialogue between service professionals and citizens as end-users, and, consequently, enable co-production, provided
that the citizens as end-users do not apply the information and knowledge they gain as a mean to challenge the professionals and their authority as described by Beck (1992). However, does a digitalised provision of services result in a de-personalised relationship between service professionals and citizens? It raises the question as to what happens to trust between professionals and citizens as end-users, and, consequently, to co-production. It is important to remember here that online dialogues in digital systems can contain more information and knowledge than face-to-face dialogues because these often are limited in time. Empowered citizens will start dialogues in the digital systems with the classic service professionals, the managers and the data-analytics, and engage in negotiations about the criteria for and the model of the provision of welfare services.

Which specific role data-analytics, classic service professionals, (middle) managers and citizens as end-users will play in the provision of welfare services depends on the new participatory spaces DDM opens up and on the outcome of the negotiations about the criteria for and the model of the provision of welfare services among data-analytics, managers, professionals and citizens within the new participatory spaces considered as negotiable arenas. In other words, the reciprocal positions and powers of data-analytics, managers, professionals and citizens within the provision of welfare services, and, consequently, the criteria for and the model of the provision of welfare services depend on the outcome of negotiations among these parties within the new participatory spaces DDM creates. The outcome of the negotiations is far from predetermined. Many actors are involved in the negotiations having many conflicting powers, interests, norms and values. DDM also creates a new language, agenda, and structured conversations for the negotiations making space for agency. Besides, the provision of welfare services to citizens as end-users has to be understood and analysed as both negotiated and dynamic, situated within particular socio-economic, political and organisational contexts meaning relationships are variable, indeterminate and uncertain.

DDM’s impact on the provision of welfare services is still being realised and worked out, and more empirical research is needed before it is possible to point at the most likely scenario (Buffat, 2015). However, according to our analytical framework, the institutional logics perspective, as presented in section 2, a symbiotic co-evolution (van Buuren et al., 2009) is most likely. It is likely that DDM will constitute a new logic within the provision of welfare services on the basis of which citizens as end-users could be provided with welfare services, but it is not likely that the new logic of DDM can displace the classic service professionals’ model of the provision of welfare services. According to the institutional logics perspective (Thornton et al., 2012), logics will always be combined because one certain logic cannot dominate all other logics in society (Pedersen, 2017). Therefore, it is most likely that the new logic of DDM will be combined with and integrated into the existing logics within service provision, such as the Weberian bureaucracy, the Street-Level bureaucracy, the New Public Governance and the Market (Pedersen and Aagaard, 2015). In spite of this, DDM can successfully be promoted by international management consulting houses as a super-recipe or super-standard (Rovik, 2002:113), as a management concept which can remedy all the problems of the classic service professionals’ model of the provision of welfare services to
citizens. DDM can easily become the trend for a period among managers until a new and more promising super-recipe or super-standard is offered to them by the same consulting houses. These now new super-recipes or super-standards will, in spite of becoming the trend for a shorter or longer period among managers, also be combined with and integrated into the existing logics which again and again reflect a change in the reciprocal relationships (positions and powers) among the main actors involved in the provision of welfare services (Pedersen, 2017; Røvik, 2002).

Digitisation creates a new language and point of engagement and, as Oswick and colleagues (1997: 6) assert, ‘language does not merely “name” or passively describe reality, but frames it, and in so doing promotes particular attitudes and discourages others’. Management is not just technical but social (Wilkinson et al., 2017). And the managerial task becomes one that involves establishing control over the meaning of work, as much as the execution of tasks. It involves “becoming aware, attending to, sorting out, and prioritizing an inherently messy, fluxing, chaotic world of competing demands that are placed on a manager’s attention” (Chia, 2005: 1092). Accordingly, big data is likely to be the subject of debate as to the meaning of it and how it should be operationalised. The issue is not whether big data but how big data. Writers such as Engestrom (1987) suggest that meaning is not constrained by design but actually forged out of usage so this is consistent with our argument of a negotiated sphere but also noting that big data and its link with evidence based practice carries a powerful discourse which makes it difficult to reject although it is open to interpretation. Equally tension which is at the heart of new ideas can propel progress and what Engestrom terms expansive learning. Our proposition is that there will be a symbiotic co-evolution and a new relationship between professionals and (middle) managers in service organisations leading to a blend of the classic ideal model of the service professionals’ provision of services and the digital society’s model of the provision of services.
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